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Tutorial 6 TAX law 
Assessable Income (Income from business) 

NOTES: 
• s 6-5 Ordinary Income:
1) Income from personal services
2) Income from business (TODAY’S focus)
3) Income from property 

• Income from BUSINESS requirement:
1) Business need to exist (have business)
2) When Business come into existence/ commenced (TIMING)
3) What is the scope of business —> what business are we looking at? (WHAT)

SLIDE 3 LECTURE SLIDE
Receipt in the ordinary course of business are Business INCOME (normal proceed)
ex. fruit shop —> receipt from sell of fruit, like banana

Factors that BUSINESS EXIST (Pg 222-223)
1. Profit-making intention

NOTE: no profit motive may still be in the business (STONE)
2. System and organisation
    ~> Business is conducted in STRUCTURED, SYSTEMATIC way (know your 

         expenses and receipts are)
3. Repetition

NOTE: NOT always (even if repetitive and highly structured, can still be   
            NOT in a business because NOT doing that to make money)

Importance of TIMING
~> Receipts are assessable and Expense are deductible ONLY when business 
     has commenced (AT THAT TIME)

Importance of WHAT
A. ~> GENERAL RULE: ONLY receipts within the scope of the business are 

                                   assessable as part of your business income (ordinary 
                                   income)

HOWEVER, NOT only when it is in ORDINARY COURSE, if it is:
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ALWAYS IN EXAM !!!!!
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REVISION:

1) Relevant and incidental transactions (indirectly related to your business): 
MEMOREX (Pg 238 TB)
example: fruit shop, also selling tea, coffee beans

      2)  Lecture SLIDE 3
Example: 
• if I am in the business of fruit shop, go to trade fare and see cash register, like 

and buy 10 of them, store in the garage. Then, get sick of them and sell it. This 
is CAPITAL receipt NOT income.

• if I go to trade fare and says want to buy 10 fridges to be sold and make profit. 
This is INCOME under extraordinary transaction: MYER EMPORIUM

> Reason: you are in business of selling fruit, make profit by selling 
fridges (completely outside ordinary course of business), but your 
INTENTION at the time of transaction (when acquiring) is to resale out of 
profit. So, it is part of your business income.

• if I went to trade fare and saw these fridges, I want to buy and lease 6 to other 
business in Lygoon street for profit. After leasing, got sick of chasing for rent of 
fridges, decide to sell them and get profit. This is NOT INCOME from 
extraordinary transaction: WESTFIELD

> Reason: for it to be income (MYER apply), you have to make profit in 
the way you originally intended.

• if I bought a van, used in my business for delivery. I used it for 6 months and 
discover it is very expensive and can be sold for $1600. I want to get more 
profit, so, recondition engine, repaint it, hire sb to advertise worldwide and sold 
for $2200. This is isolated PM transaction: WHITFORDS BEACH

 Is the intense activities: reconditioning, repainting is sufficient to be a 
 business on its own? may be YES, may be NO
 ~WHEN activity is so systematic and organised, also done with intention 
to make profit, on its own it amounts to a business~
• If conclude YES: (1) net profit is included in AI (2) However if i am 

wrong it is CAPITAL RECEIPT
• If conclude NO: it is CAPITAL RECEIPT

ANSWER:
• If just polishing, it is MERE realisation of asset, CAPITAL RECEIPT: 

SCOTTISH AUSTRALIA MINING. 
• NOTE: division 115 says capital gain or loss for vehicle is 

disregarded
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